Abstract: Lower bounds for sequential and parallel random access machines (RAM'S, WRAM's) and distributed systems of RAM's (DRAM's) are proved. We show that, when p processors instead of one are available, the computation of certain functions cannot be speeded up by a factor p but only by a factor O(log(p)). For DRAM'S with communication graph of degree c a maximal speedup 0 (log(c) ) can be achieved for these problems. We apply these results to testing the solvability of linear diophantine equations. This generalizes a lower bound of Yao for parallel computation trees. Improving results of Dobkin/Lipton and Klein/Meyer auf der Heide, we establish large lower bounds for the above problem on RAM's. Finally we prove that at least log(n)+l steps are necessary for computing the sum of n integers by a WRAM regardless of the number of processors and the solution of write conflicts.
I. Introduction quential and parallel random access machines (RAM's, WRAM's) and distributed systems of RAM'S (DRAM's). There is no restriction on the rule how to resolve write conflicts in the WRAM model. RAM'S are a well known, realistic model of computation (see [AHU 74 I ) . We assume that the input to a RAM, WRAM, or DRAM is given integer by integer (not bit by bit). For RAM's lower bounds have been shown for sorting (a(n log (n) ) , see [PS 801) , if operations {+,-,*I are allowed, and for the knapsackproblem (a(n ) , see [KM 83]) , if E+,-} are allowed. The proofs are based on a technique to attach a computation tree (CT) to a RAM that simulates it for "almost all" inputs. CT's are introduced in [DL 751 for operations {+,-I (linear search programs) and in [B 831 for operations from {+,-,*,*/.I. These papers show an n(log(q)) lower bound for the complexity of recognizing a language L c R~ consisting of q connected components. In [DL 751 this number is estimated for the n-dimensional knapsackproblem in order to obtain an a(n ) lower bound on CT's. In t h i s paper we consider t h e following two c l a s s e s of languages:Ln k={(x,b) E Rn+', 36 E CO, _ .
. ,kin, ct.x=b} and={ (x,b) E Rn+', 3 cl E Nn, ii-x=b}. L is the n-dimensional restriction of the NP-complete problem of satisfiability of diophantine equations (see [GJ 7 9 1 ) . L is the n-dimensional restriction of a simila?'$oblem where only integer solutions < k are allowed. Note that L is the n-dimensional knapsackproblem. We generalize the This paper compares the time-complexities of se-2 --_n n, 1 -"component counting argument" from [DL 751 to L n.k and obtain an 0(n2 log(k+l)) lower bound for CT's. Furthermore we refine the technique of proving lower bounds for RAM'S from [KM 831 and [PS 801 in such a way that the bounds already hold, if only inputs of small size are considered. This technique is strong enough to get a lower bound for recognizing L by RAM's, expressed in terms of the input size.
Note that L cannot be treated by CT's, as it has infinitely ;any components.
Then we show that the lower bound for parallel CT's (PCT's) as introduced in [Y 821 can also be carried over to WRAM's. Thereby we improve and simplify Yao's lower bound form [Y 821 in such a way that we will be able to carry it over to WRAM's with operations I+ , -, *I. For operations E+, -1 we obtain a much better lower bound which is optimal for many languages.
We furthermore introduce a new class of CT's, called distributed CT's (DCT'S). This model is a good abstraction of DRAM's as considered in [GP 831 and [M 831 , there called parallel computers. We establish lower bounds for DCT's which are optimal for many problems and carry them over to DRAM's. One result is that for many languages (especially for those with one input variable), DRAM's with constant degree are not faster than RAM's. The following lower bounds for L and L will be shown. (The suffix + ( * ) means, that operations from {+,-}({+,-,*}) are allowed.
-n(n n,k 2 log(k+l))20n RAM+'s for inputs from {O,...,(kn)o(n '1. For inputs from C O , . . . , (pnk) O(n) In, if p processors are available: -a(n log (k+l)/log (p+l) for WRAMt's -R(\/n log (k+l) -log (p+l)) for WRAM*'s -n(n l o g (k+l)/log (c+l)) for DRAM+'s with degree c.
We finally prove a lower bound for computing the sum of In-teqers on a WRAM. I t I S well known that Boolean functions can be computed in constant time by a WRAM. But if simultaneous writes are not allowed, for many functions, including the sum mod2, an R(log(n)) lower bound holds ([CD 82] ,[R 821). We show that such a gap does not exist in the arithmetic case.
Computing the sum of n integers from ( 0 , . . . ,ml with p processors needs at least log(n)+l steps 56 0272-5428/ 84/0000/0056$01.00 0 1984 IEEE for a WRAM*, if m=O(exp(np)), -DRAM*. We now define sequential, parallel and distrifor a WRAM+, if m= (exp(n log(n)2log(p)). Many proofs in this paper are only sketched, some of them are omitted. with a tupel (J1, ..., J ) . J . may be a function L : R~ + R which is of the form L=L 11. The models of computation and upper bounds P i
The computational models considered in this paper are (sequential) random access machines (RAM'S), parallel random access machines with simultaneous writes and L1 resp. 2 may be On the (WRAM's) and distributed systems of RAM'S (DRAM'S). We furthermore introduce abstractions of these models, namely corresponding types of computation trees, and where-oblivious WRAM's. x E Rn a unique path to a leaf is a-, csociated in the obvious way. The set of inputs passing through a node v is denoted by c (v) .
n memory locations and the output finally appears in the first memory location. We use the uniform cost measure.
A e M with p processors and operation set S consists of p RAM'S with operation set S, the processors, and an additional common memory to which each processor can access directly or indirectly in one step. Conflicts appearing by multiple access to a common memory cell are solved as follows: If several processors want to write into the same memory location at the same time, thatone with the lowest number succeeds. ( The union over all sets c(v) for the accepting leaves v of T is the language recognized by T, the depth of a deepest node v with c(v) *0 is its complexity.
A PCT with one processor is a (sequential) somputa- empty operation set in 0 (log (q) /log (p) ) ( 0 (log (9) / log(c)) steps. We shall see later that these bounds are tight within a constant factor, also if the operation set {+,-I is allowed and if the Di?AM has an arbitrary communication graph with degree (c+l). In particular constant degree DRAM'S are not faster than RAM'S for languages of the above type.
Lower bounds for computation trees
In this chapter we shall prove lower bounds for CT's, PCT's, and DCT's by applying the "component counting argument" used in [DL 751, [B 831 or [Y 821. We first state a lemma from [KM 831 which we will often use in the sequel. Then each PCT+ with p processors which recognizes L has complexity at least log(r+l) /log(p+l). nt n-t 2 q which imHt. In this case we say that L is defined Let L C Rn be defined by r hyperplanes.
We first note that this result is at least as strong as theorem 3 , because L has by lemma 1 at most (r+l)" connected components.
Proof of corollary 1: By elementary arguments from linear algebra one can prove the existance of a straight line g intersecting HI, ..., H points. As recognizing L n g for inputs from gsR is not harder than recognizing L and as L n g has r+l connected components we may apply theorem 3 for q=r+l and n=l. The resulting bound proves the corolin r different lary.
0
In the same way we can improve theorem 2.
Corollary 2: Let I & be defined by r hyperplanes. Then each PCT* with p processors which recognizes L has complexity at least dlog(r+l) -p log(p)-3.
We now shall show a lower bound for DCT+'s. This bound will not depend on the number of processors of the DCT+ but only on its degree. Theorem 4: Let L c Rn be defined by r hyperplanes. Then each DCT+ with degree c which recognizes L has complexity at least log(r+l) /log(c+l) of the number p of processors).
(independent
This result is tight within a constant factor (see remark 1). It further shows that if n=l and c is a constant independent of p and r, then a DCT cannot be faster than a (sequential) CT.
Proof of theorem 4: Applying the trick from above of choosing an appropriate straight line in Rn, we know that it suffices to prove the theorem for n=1. In this case L consists of r+l intervals.
Let now T be a DCT as in the theorem which recognizes L in t steps. We assume again that all nodes v with c(v)=@ are removed from T. Let h(R) be the . maximum number of nodes in depth k of any of the T1's T consists of. We claim that the following property holds :
Before we prove ( * ) , we conclude the theorem from it. obtained When proving corollaries 1 and 2 and theorem 4 we 1 By ( * ) we know that T has at most ( c + I )~ leaves. Remark 2: The following upper bounds hold for the For each leaf v, c(v) is an interval, thus it is connected. The argum nt from the proof of theorem 3 yields that (c+l) 2 r+l which proves the theorem.
number of leaves of PCT's or DCT's for R with p processors (and degree c) with compllexity t.
-For P C T * ' S :~~.~~ .
-For PCT+'s:
' -For a tree T of a DCT+:(c+l) .
?
It remains to prove the proposition ( * ) . For R=O, t t (*I is clearly true. Let . k > 0. Then we know as above, i that for each node v in depth 2-1 of T, c(v) is connected.
Thus for each j E {l, ...,p 1, the sets c(v) for nodes v of T ' in depth (R-1) form a disjoint partition A. of R in at most h(R-1) connected sets.
7
Now let c' -< c and i,jlI...,jc, E 11 ,... ,p} be chosen such that P ,..., P .=re the neighbours of P , in G. 
For PCT+' s :
Q(n log(k+l)/log(p+l)). --
Claim 2: Claim 1 can easily be concluded from the definitions.
Proof of claim 2:
We proceed by induction on n.
e: f:CO, ..., k} + {0,1} is a (1,k)-threshold-function, iff it is monotonically decreasing and not constant 0. Thus #N(l,k)=k+l. 
M M
We omit the proof. It is similar to thatone in [KM 831 for RAM+'s. tions. In the same way, we can construct B= 1 #g-lt{o}) V. Lower bounds for L and L on RAMf's n,k gcN (n-1 ,k) many (n,k)-threshold-functions.
As A+B=#N(n-1,k) (k+l)n-l we may conclude
-
In this chapter we improve the method of carrying over lower bounds from CT+'s to RAM+'s demonstrated in [KM 831 in such a way that very small bounds on the size of inputs for which the lower bound holds are established. This method is strong enough to prove lower bounds for L (which consists of infinitely many hyperplanes) in terms of the input size. In contrast to CT+'s there are easy examples which show that one representative set may contain parts of several components of the recognized language. But we will show explicitly how "big" the components of L have to be relative to the "description size" of the language in order to obtain the bound. Let L=Ry \ distance between two parallel hyperplanes between which P n Q lies. Thus P n Q can only cover "small slices" of the big ball in P. Now one can compute that at least q representative sets are necessary in order to cover all points belonging to this ball and not to a forbidden hyperplane.
0
We now can apply the above theorem to our language is as hard as recogLn,k (note that recognizing L nizing its complement.) n,k For this purpose we need bounds on the inner radii and the demanded input n,k of the components of Rn+'\L size. Such bounds can be found in [M 83 , lemma 6, corollary 11: -each component of Rn+'\L contains a ball of radi-.?
.?
n,k us at least (k2nL nnL)-'*b.
-all these balls are contained in
Thus theorem 8 follows with the help of lemma 2 and lemma 4. 0
In order to prove theorem 9 we restrict our attention to the input set a a.=(a i,...,a?). Let L have q connected components each containing a ball of radius 2q log(q) k n1/2(n+l), (x,b) E L w (x,b) E Ln,k. As the lower bound for L F Zn, b E Z and
Now one easily checks that for (x,b) E L it holds that 2 n,k also holds if only inputs from L are allowed, theorem 9 follows. 0 where all these balls are contained in [O,sln for some s E N. Then each RAM+ M which recognizes L for inputs from EO,. . . ,sIn has complexity at least log (q) -2n loglog (9) .
VI. Lower bounds for L and L on m A M ' s and DRAM's n,k Proof: By lemma 3 we have to show that M has at least q representative sets. First we show this for the case (*) for each component P of L there is a representative set Q(P) of M such that P n O(P) has inner radius at least k n 1 ' 2 .
In this case we may conclude that the sets Q(P) are pairwise different. To see this we assume the contrary namely that Q:=Q(Pl)=Q(P2). Then let H. be chosen from HI, ..., H such that Hi lies between P1 and P2. Then Q tains an (n-1)-dimensional ball of radius k 6 . But from the bounds of the coefficients defining H . one easily concludes that this ball contains an element fran N~ on H~.
Thus Q contains points from L n N and (Rn \ L) H. conNn, a contradiction. Now we assume that ( * ) does not hold. Then for each representative set Q it holds that P n Q has inner radius smaller than kfi for some component P of L. Then by a theorem due to Blaschke from [B 141 it follows that the thickness of ( P n Q) is smaller than kfi (n+l), where the thickness is the smallest In this sectionwe apply the results on PCT's and DCT's from the third section and the simulation result from the fourth section to prove lower bounds for WRAM's and DRAM's recognizing L and L . Again a straight line g is chosen and 08Qkconsid%s only inputs belonging to this line. We denote the line segment between two points x,y E Rn by (x,;). (ii) M needs at least (-n log(k+l)-l)/log(p+l) steps.
(iii) M3 needs at least (-n log(k+l)-l)/log(c+l) steps. lows from corollary 1. Analogously (ii) and (iii) follow by 2) and corollary 2 resp. 3) and theorem 3. The lower bounds for L can be shown by applying the same trick as in the proof of theorem 9.
VII. Lower bounds for arithmetic functions on WRAM's
In this section we prove lower bounds for the complexity of evaluating arithmetic functions f :Nn+N on WRAM's For this purpose we again apply theorem 7, but in a different manner. We first prove lower bounds for write-oblivious WRAM's (Compare section 2). As it is straight forward to show that a path of a PCT can be looked upon as a write-oblivious WRAM, we may apply theorem 7 as follows. Let M be a WRAM computing f: [m] 
2
Proof: It is immediate that f is n-supercritical.
0
For the proof of theorem 11 we first show lower bound for write-oblivious WRAM's. It is independent of the operation set and the number of processors.
Lemma 6: Let f:Nn + N be k-critical. Then each write-oblivious WRAM computing f needs at least log(k)+l steps. (A weaker version can be found in [CDR 831.) Proof:
hood N(X)={X,X ,..., X 1 . We may assume that X. differs form X'exactly in coordinate i. State'of an individual processor at some point of time during a computation means the contents of its private memory and its current instruction. The following notion how inputs have influence on processors and cells is taken form [CDR 831. mon memory location.) Index i affects rocessors P (resp. cell 2) at time t with X iff tEe state of P (resp. the contents of z ) at time t in the computation on input X differs from the corresponding state (resp. contents) given input X Let X E Nn be k-critical with k-neighbourk (A cell denotes a comi' Now let K(P,t) (resp. L(z,t)) be the set of indices which affect P (resp. z ) at t with X and Kt (resp. L ) be the maximum size of K(P,t) over all P (resp. L(z,t) over all z). Then K =O. L =1, K The first inequality follows from the observation that an index i that affects a processor P with X at time t+l either must already affect P at time t or must affect the cell at time t that P reads in step t+ 1. Otherwise there is a unique processor P (the one with the highest preference among those that write into z) that will always change z in step t+l. In this case holds L(z,t+l) C K(P,t+l). Since the recurrence equations imply L < 2t-1 and at the end of the computation the ohput register must be affected with X by at least k different indices, this takes time at least l+log k. 
2
For this purpose we show that there are many monocromatic sets X U N(X) which are monocromatic but only few which are forbidden. This is implied in the following two lemmas. already proved) and the bound from *he theorem for m, is true and the theorem follows by lemma 6. 0
